Cell Section Member Recognized as Star Reviewer

Each year \textit{AJP-Cell} (and other APS journals) recognize Star Reviewers. Such recognition is based on quantity, quality and rapidity in completing reviews plus in the case of \textit{AJP-Cell}, having made other valuable contributions to the journal, for example, by service on the Editorial Advisory Board (EAB) and by contributing to its content, such as by writing Editorial Focus articles and/or Reviews. Each of the Star Reviewers for 2012 is an EAB member, who provided multiple high quality reviews and made additional contributions to the journal. Scott O’Grady (University of Minnesota) and a long-time member of the Cell and Molecular Physiology Section was recognized along with Adriana Girardi (University of Sao Paulo Medical School) and Florian Lang (University of Tubingen). We thank them for their outstanding service on the journal’s behalf this past year.
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